Battling the

STRESS of AUTISM
AS You Raise Your Kids
on the Spectrum
What you’ll REALLY need to know to lower stress and tension
and create the life you’ve dreamed about.

KYLE JETSEL

Hi there, my name is Kyle Jetsel.
In this booklet I’m going to show you what we learned that helped
lower tension and stress in our home – and how you can too – AND
how to THRIVE IN CHAOS… even AS you raise kids on the autism
spectrum.
So if you’ll give me the next few minutes of your time, I’ll show you
that it’s not just POSSIBLE… but probable. That is, IF you’ll review
this carefully.
And if you’ll read it all, I’ll give you a free copy of our 70 minute
audio program that will help you no matter WHERE you’re at in
your journey.

It’s NOT Your Fault.
Now, I’m just guessing here, but for a lot of people this isn’t your first attempt at trying to get a
handle on the happiness of your family. So, the first thing I want to mention if that if you’ve
tried a lot of things to make your family thrive and you’re not yet thriving… if your exhausted
and there’s more stress and tension than you think there should be… it’s not your fault.
There’s a lot of information out there… there’s a lot of
misinformation out there… and it can be confusing.
Many times that information overload keeps you from
success. It’s okay.
And, if you’ve been concerned in the past that nothing
has seemed to work, I want to put those fears to rest.
You can do this. You and your family CAN lower stress.
You just need the right family to help you.
You see, a lot of the other options out there want you to think you need some fancy degree
longer than your name or to spend thousands upon thousands of dollars and the rest of your
life in training’s and therapies to even TRY and thrive.
I’m here to tell you that they’re wrong. They have their own reasons for wanting you to think
that, but it’s not true.
If you’ve ever considered that it seems some others – aren’t really teaching you how to thrive,
you may be right.

They never promised that they COULD do that. Sure, they help but not with what we REALLY
want and need. The difference in what we do is that we are focused on a different outcome.
We want you – and your family – to lower stress and tension and THRIVE! It’s OUR MISSION.
So, that’s why we’re here. I know you have a dream for your family that it’s a place of love and
happiness and less stress and tension, and I want to show you how to make that happen in this
booklet.

The Goal of this Guide
So, our goal for this short guide is to help two types of people. For those that may be struggling
with the tension and stress and exhaustion in their homes right now, you’ll get answers to how
to really BATTLE and LOWER stress and bring back what you dreamed was possible when you
started your family; AND how to experience more joy and happiness.
And for those of your that are more experienced… and are already “on your way” to Thriving In
Chaos as you raise your kids on the spectrum, I want to give you a few extra tips you may not
have thought of and compel you to join us in helping other families THRIVE, too.

Our Family… IS THRIVING… Right Now
So you’ll know… I am a VERY happily
married father of 6 with two sons on the
autism spectrum. And we are THRIVING as
a family.
If you go to our Facebook page or read our
books or make it to a presentation we’re
invited to speak at it’s MORE THAN
EVIDENT how much fun we have, how
much joy we share, and how much overwhelming happiness is in our home. Our home is a
place where our kids WANT to be – all of them.
My wife and I CAN’T WAIT to see each other; our typical kids and our sons on the spectrum all
respect and love each other – and they show it – and we have more fun than we probably
should.
But it wasn’t always that way.

WE Were In REAL Trouble.
There was a time when we were on the brink of failure. There was so much stress and tension
in our home my wife and I were on the door-step of divorce. Hey, when I say we were
struggling and in pain, that’s an understatement.
At THAT point in our family’s journey, it was SO hard we were sure our family was going to fail.
We were arguing way too much, our typical kids were struggling with feelings of neglect and –
well, frankly… we were in a terrible downward spiral. I’ve heard that the stress and tension in
an autism home can equal that of a combat soldier.
Now, I’ve never been in combat, but I can believe it because we were feeling it.

We Were Trying SO Hard.
And don’t think we weren’t trying to lower stress. We were doing everything we had been lead
to believe would work. The “conventional” wisdom that said go see the doctors and the
psychiatrists and the therapists, you know… the “EXPERTS”… ALL pushing all kinds of different
answers to how to raise our kids on the spectrum.
For WAY TOO LONG, we were working SO hard but we weren’t getting any results. What we
were getting was broke and frustrated. Frustrated that they seemed to have NO IDEA what we
were going through. THEY weren’t living OUR lives – THEY didn’t understand the day to day
stress and strain. How could they? Most of them didn’t even have kids on the spectrum.
They went home to normal lives. We went home to… well, CHAOS.
They were preaching THEY could help – and we were PAYING them to help. But it wasn’t
working for us.
You’ve probably tried a lot of the same stuff as we did. You get it, I’m sure.

We Weren’t Alone.
Not surprising, we found that most ALL of the other families that were going to these experts
that were living with autism in their homes were experiencing what we were experiencing.
NINETY NINE PERCENT of them were on the same autism roller coaster as we were. Like us,
they were walking around on eggshells, exhausted, stressed-out and simply resigned to believe
that THIS was our new life.

You know what I mean by that, right? The
“Autism Roller Coaster” is the idea that very
simple things our kids on the spectrum learn
to do can make us SO happy – and ratchet us
up to the “peak” of the roller coaster… but
then we come crashing down the other side of
the roller-coaster in to tension and stress filled
family situations.
I remember the first time my oldest son on the spectrum told his Mom, “I love you.” Sure I
helped him slowly get the words out, but my wife and I almost lost our minds we were SO
proud. Together, we cried for hours. We were at the peak. But it didn’t last long.
2 days later, he smashed his head through a plate glass window during a massive meltdown and
as I held him still for stitches, I could barely remember how good that event felt. That Roller
Coaster peak was a distorted, almost forgotten memory. The LOW valley of the meltdown was
so difficult and painful that it was the dominant memory.
Or the day when we FINALLY, potty-trained him. Seriously, this was a life changing event for my
wife and I and our family.
Less than a week later, he made a violent run at me and tried to seriously hurt me. Gone was
the joy of the fact that he was potty-trained, replaced by the LOW, LOW valley of an angry son
trying to hurt me and my wife.

Completely Off the Rails.
Then, one Saturday, the roller coaster went completely off the rails. Listen to this and see if
your family has ever experienced something like this.
THIS morning STARTED with a 4 hour meltdown. You
know the kind, right? There were holes kicked in walls,
my son had smashed his head through another
window and my 2 older “typical” sons were hiding and
simply afraid. Well, because of the stress, it caused my
wife and I to get in to a real “mean-spirited” argument.
Sometimes I think we take our stress out unfairly on each other. I’m sure in retrospect, that’s
what was happening.
Anyway, after arguing with my wife for way too long, I walked out of the house – just to cool off
– and as I walked around fuming with frustration, I thought… “This isn’t what I signed up for.” I
was furious, I was hurt, I was discouraged, my family was falling apart, my relationship with my

wife was in bad shape, my relationship with my typical kids was in bad shape. As a family we
had hit ROCK-BOTTOM.
Sound at all familiar? Ever had something like that happen in your family? It’s horrible. You
can’t eat, you have a knot in your stomach, you feel
sick, you don’t know what to do, you’ve got nowhere
to turn; it seems NO ONE can understand.
So at that moment, I walked over to a big ole Pecan
tree, fell to my knees in prayer and plead with God to
help me.
After a lot of prayer and even a few tears, I walked in
to my wife and apologized and said, “This is not what I
signed up for when we got married.” When she said it
back to me I remember we decided right then and
there that we were going to commit to each other –
and ALL our kids – to try and solve it forever. We
couldn’t keep living like this. We knew it would be the END of our family if we didn’t do
SOMETHING.
We knew the traditional stuff wasn’t working for us. We wanted REAL-LIFE answers. NOT
theory. We wanted simple things we could actually do. NOT ideas. And we needed to start
seeing results fast.

That’s why WE created the “Thrive In Chaos” program.
And that’s what we’re sharing with you now. The program WE built for OUR family and the
discoveries we made that were a MUST to understand if you really want to lower stress and
tension in your home. We called it – “Thrive In Chaos” – and it’s the specific step-by-step
program WE follow – to this – day – that get US results.
So, what you need to know about “Thrive In Chaos” first is that everything I’m going to share
with you now is SO different than anything you’ve ever heard. We’ve searched ALL OVER and
what we’re going to share with you does not exist anywhere else. A PROVEN recipe (if you will)
that if you’ll follow the recipe you’ll get the same results WE and so many others are getting.
We’ve gotten that family DREAM back. We’re LIVING it. We THRIVE. And we want that for you!
And here’s the best part. We’ve done all the work. You just plug in and GET the same RESULTS
fast.
But there is a catch.

If you’re indecisive or you can’t IMAGINE and BELIEVE that your family can thrive, you’ve
already lost. If your “family story” is and
always will be one of defeat and struggle
and poor me… this isn’t for you.
But I’m guessing that’s NOT you because
you wouldn’t even be here right now. You
want to BELIEVE it’s possible… and YOU are
one of the very few that have taken action
by being here.
Now this might sound obvious to you, but
you’d be surprised how many just can’t see it. You and I know, THEY’LL be stuck on the crazy
Roller Coaster ride forever.
You know that we all need to BELIEVE and be willing to commit to our dreams for them to
become a reality.
Listen, you can go to Google if you want INFORMATION, but we’re talking about
TRANSFORMATION here. Transforming your family’s life in to what you wanted when you
started your journey. THAT’S what we’re talking about here. Not a book you can read that when
you’re done you’ll say, “Great book, now what do I do?”

A Recipe for Success.
We’re talking about a recipe. You don’t open a recipe
book to READ. You open it to COOK. We’re going to be
cooking and if you’re not willing to roll and stir…and
bake… basically “TRY”… this won’t work for you.
Here’s the good news. We’re not going to just TELL you
what to do. We’re not even just going to SHOW you
what to do. We’re going to hold your hand while you
measure the flower, while you add the water, while you
roll out the dough and pre-heat the oven.
This is drastically different than anything you’ve ever
seen before because we are with you every step of the way on your journey.
Imagine that? THAT’S how much we care. We’re committed.

We want to see YOUR family as happy as ours. We know what it means to struggle. We feel it
when you’re discouraged or frustrated or concerned because we understand. WE REALLY
understand.
That’s why we’ve created this guide. To share with you what MUST be in place to really thrive
as a family.
So let’s cover that now.
The 3 Discoveries you’ll need to understand to Battle and Defeat Stress in your family: The 3
“MUSTS” if you will… that will get your family “THRIVING.”

Before the “3 DISCOVERIES.”
So as we get started… real quick, let me cover what we did BEFORE we made these
discoveries… to give you an idea of why we came to the conclusions we did.
I’m not kidding when I say we tried everything we could find
that we thought could help us lower stress. From reading many
books about autism and families and kids to every course we
could find. We even tried many alternative autism treatments
(like different diets and brain balance and holistic stuff).
And of course, we did everything the experts tell you to do. You
know what I’m talking about, right? We worked with the best
psychologists, psychiatrists, family counseling, marriage
counseling, therapist… you name it… we tried it.
And we had the bills to prove they were the best. Our savings and banking account was empty,
our credit cards were maxed out and we were still not thriving.
Of course we learned a lot and we appreciate all that they TRIED to do. We believe they were
doing the best they knew how.

We’d Do ANYTHING for Our Kids.
So, one night, Shelly and I (she’s my wonderful wife) were talking about how we’d done SO
MUCH WORK and were really discouraged because even though we’d done everything we
could find and spent every penny we had… I mean, we’d do anything for our sons on the
spectrum… we STILL weren’t seeing the outcome we wanted.

Then it hit us. We started to realize that WE needed a few “unique” things if we were really
going to thrive as a family. These we the DISCOVERIES we made that allowed us to succeed.
So, what were the 3 DISCOVERIES? Are you ready? Okay here you go.

The 3 DISCOVERIES.
The first DISCOVERY we made was this: We MUST have a proven step-by-step program that we
can plug in to that will get results. A recipe, if you will. And it really helps if we can see another
autism family thrive as THEY use the program. Is that too much to ask? To SEE it working – FOR
an Autism family?
We didn’t think so.
The second DISCOVERY was this: The step-by-step proven program we plug in to MUST be
simplified for us and we’d better see results quickly. No more waiting around for years. We
need it to work, NOW!
And the third DISCOVERY is this: ABOVE ALL ELSE we MUST have help overcoming ANY forces
that would keep us from succeeding. Nothing can hold us back. NOTHING!
So, let’s shed some more light on each discovery and we’ll start with the first.

Discovery Number One.
We MUST have a proven step by step system that we could plug in to that would get results.

The Problem.
Here was the problem we were seeing.
Most of what we were learning was theory and conjecture. It wasn’t really practical application
for us with OUR family. Our Autism family was different. First of all, those teaching us didn’t
have kids on the spectrum. They’d tell us what they THINK we should do and then go home to
normal lives. We’d go home to tension and chaos. We needed to learn from someone who
understood our specific issues and had results that proved they were LIVING the life we
wanted.
And if they were living the life we wanted, we’d BETTER be able to see them ALREADY thriving.
All too often, Shelly and I were reminded of the old 90’s TV sitcom called, “FRASIER.”

If you’re not familiar you can look it up on Netflix. Frasier Crane is a psychologist that gives out
advice on the spot to people that call in to his radio show. He seems to have great ADVICE.
However, as you follow his day to day life, you
realize how messed up HIS life is.
He can tell OTHERS how to live and what they
should do to solve all their problems, but he
can’t seem to get his own life in order.
It’s a very funny show, but also mirrored what
we saw over and over.
What we kept finding was that way too many “experts” – whether they were doctors or
therapist or holistic teachers or coaches ALL seemed to teach more THEORY than practical
application. Most (just like Frazier Crane) were experts on GIVING advice – not so much experts
on living happy lives and solving their own issues.
We also needed information packaged in a way that we could easily walk through and apply.
You see, although the experts have a LOT of different PIECES of information, we were getting it
in “Fractured Ways.” We needed to know what to do today, tomorrow, next week and forever
to REALLY thrive. Don’t just give us random
disconnected ideas. It’s not THAT helpful, especially
when you’re IN the storm.
And that’s what you need to REALLY succeed. It’s a
MUST to have a proven, step-by-step program.
I think Kyra said it best after she started with us
when she said, “A lot of people want to tell us WHAT
to do. With “Thrive In Chaos’ we learn HOW to do it
– every step of the way – every single time. As we’ve
followed the steps, success is the result.”
You too, MUST have a step by step program that has proven to get families like yours – results.
Oh yeah, don’t forget… it was designed by a family that uses it and is actually thriving RIGHT
NOW – even as they raise their kids on the autism spectrum.
So now that we’ve covered that, let’s talk about the next DISCOVERY we made that allowed us
to lower stress and start to really thrive as a family and that is this.

Discovery Number Two.
The step by step PROVEN program must be simplified and you’d better see results quickly.
We had worked SO HARD and tried SO many things with SO little
success… that we were exhausted… and discouraged… and
really… we were kinda done. We realized complicated ideas or
complex anything was OUT. If WE couldn’t do it and see almost
immediate results, we’d too easily give up.
Not to mention our 2 oldest, typical sons. Not only did my wife
and I need to be able to understand and apply the steps, but my 9
and 7 year-old sons needed to be able to understand and apply
what we were learning.
And it’s not just OUR kids that have learned to apply these principles. One of my best friends,
John, has shared with me how “many times” now, HIS 3 kids – who are all still all under the age
of 14 – are picking up… and applying, the same types of stuff.
Come to think of it. A whole lot of families we’ve worked with now have bragged about how
EASY it is to understand and apply the THRIVE program. That’s because we designed it so WE
could use it. From my wife and I all the way down to our youngest twins – who are now 9. Yep,
they were born AFTER our two sons on the spectrum. That’s right. We got so brave after we
started to THRIVE we decided to have more kids. I know, I know. Crazy, huh?
Speaking about my 9 year-old twins – just recently they came downstairs with some sad looks
on their faces. When my wife, Shelly, asked them what was wrong they – with almost tears in
their eyes – said, “Erik called us morons.”
My wife waited a beat and then in a very HAPPY voice very loudly proclaimed, “WELL, YA’LL ARE
THE CUTEST LITTLE MORONS I’VE EVER SEEN!”
Not surprisingly, they both started smiling and laughing hard.
She then pulled them in close, hugged them and explained to
them how to better handle the situation, the principle it was
based upon and the technique they could use the next time it
happened.
They walked away smiling and happy.
Then just a few days later the twins came downstairs laughing.
“What are ya’ll up to” I asked.

With big smiles and laughing they said, “ERIC CALLED US MORONS” – and they laughed and
laughed.
I want you to think about that. Imagine your kids called each other morons. What typically
happens? If you’re like most families, the kids start arguing, maybe they even get physical –
then you have to get involved and try and break it up.
Everyone is mad, everyone is in trouble – and TENSION is in control. Oh, no! MORE STRESS!
Contrast that to what my twins did. They LOWERED stress and tension and increased peace and
happiness because they knew what to do and did it. It was SO simple… THEY could do it.
The information you learn and apply MUST be so simplified… a kid can do it. And Thrive In
Chaos is.
The truth is. The very first lesson you’ll learn and the principle and coinciding technique that
goes with it is SO powerful in getting results that we’ve had families call us years later and say,
“If that’s the ONLY thing we learned and applied, we’d be closer to THRIVING than 99% of
autism families.
It’s THAT simplified and THAT powerful and THAT quick to work.
We’ve found it’s an undeniable truth that it’s got to be SO simplified – like we said – even a kid
can do it.
So, now that we covered the first 2 DISCOVERIES, the final DISCOVERY is this.

Discovery Number Three.
Not only MUST it be a step-by-step, simplified to follow and apply program – that has proven
results in autism families… but ABOVE ALL ELSE we MUST have help overcoming ANY forces
that would keep us from succeeding.
Here’s what I’m here to tell you right now… TODAY… and moving forward forever.
Your past DOES NOT equal your future.
We’re all human beings. We all have freak-outs. We all can all get discouraged. We all have
times when we get totally stressed out and we just feel like we can’t go on. So, you and your
family need help when it gets the hardest.
Let me tell you about Wendy.

She Didn’t Believe It Was Even Possible.
Wendy, called me after the first week we worked together to express to me that she had
experienced her “best week ever” with her son on the spectrum.
What’s REAL interesting about Wendy was she didn’t really believe when she started with us.
She doubted herself. She doubted what she was doing. But in her home, there was SO MUCH
STRESS… she was in such dire need that she didn’t care. She followed directions and TRIED and
it worked.
Her beliefs about what was REALLY possible for her family were transformed… and quickly.
When we first talked she thought I was, well, a bit optimistic that we could help HER family
thrive, but she took a leap of faith for her family and for herself.
Now this ALL happened because as we discussed her issues she began to believe in herself and
she was willing to do whatever it took to get her hands on a proven system that she could act
upon immediately. AND, WE… were unwilling to let HER get in her own way.
You need someone willing and able… and READY… to
help you overcome those things that are SO real in our
lives.
You don’t want to just LEARN stuff, you want your
family’s life to be measurably, dramatically better. If we
just shared with you the principles and techniques and
then said, “Go get em, Tiger…” you’d probably never
achieve the results WE want for you – or YOU want for
you.
If not enough that you know WHAT you should do. We ensure you know HOW and then we’re
extremely hands-on so that we make sure you’re getting the results. We’re getting to know
your situation, your family, what makes you tick and what you need specifically to succeed on
the highest level.

We Hold You Accountable.
Like it or not, we hold you accountable. We keep you focused. If it’s the right thing to do, we
actually might even kick your butt a little bit so you actually take action to get some results.

The Best Program in the World FAILS… If…
When we first started working with families, we realized very quickly that the best program in
the world is limited in its effect if nobody is there to hold your hand and get you through the
chaos WHEN it happens. You know what I’m talking about, right?
You can’t get the results you want from ANY program that misses this key ingredient.
That’s why we are involved with EVERY FAMILY to help you stay focused and on track.
I hope you can envision what I’m talking about here. I hope you can imagine what it looks like
when you have all of the pieces in place – you’ve stepped up – you’ve gotten the help that you
need and now you are watching as your family is growing in to a whole new… BETTER life; the
life you DREAMED for your family; the life you want and deserve to be living.

Can I Do This On My Own?
Now, you may be asking yourself. I wonder if I can do this on my own… and the answer is YES.
Sure you can do this on your own. That’s what we did. But if you do it on your own, you’re
probably going to spend – like WE did – WAY too much
time making mistakes, way too much time suffering like
we did and you’re probably going to do serious damage
to your bank account – like we did.
You don’t need to do that. We’ve done ALL the work for
you.
Simply plug in to THRIVE IN CHAOS and start seeing
results quickly.

The Three Discoveries.
So, those are the 3 discoveries.
We MUST have a proven step by step system that we can plug in to that will get results. It
MUST be simplified for us and we’d better see results quickly. And it MUST help us overcome
any forces that would keep us from succeeding.
That’s what you get with “Thrive In Chaos.” Oh, did we mention it was built and is run by an
actual autism family that is THRIVING In CHAOS right now? I think we did… but it’s SO
important, we’ll say it again.

Seriously, go check out our Facebook page. It’s
•
•
•

Autism Laughter Therapy
Or read our blog. It’s www.1in110.com
Or go read our website. It’s www.thriveinchaos.net

Read our mission statement, check us out. You’ll see that it’s not only possible, but probable. IF
you plug in to Thrive In Chaos.
We’re living the life you want BECAUSE we follow the system we are willing to now share with
you.
How exciting is that?

Question.
So, let me ask you a question.
If I were to show you how to plug in to a step-by-by-step proven to work program that was
created BY an actual thriving autism family. And I were able to show you how easy it is to
understand and apply and then hold your hand while you went through the program, do you
think you’d be successful?
That’s right. You would.
So, let me ask you another question. Are you excited
about what we just covered but maybe you’re feeling a
little overwhelmed by ALL the information?
We get it.
Obviously, it’s impossible to show you everything in a
quick guide, but I tried to do my best to cover as much as
possible.
But, here’s what we HAVE done. We’ve created a special package for those that are ready to
join us and start THRIVING today.
So is that okay? Is it okay with you if I cover what we’ve created to help you implement THRIVE
IN CHAOS in to your family? Is that okay?

I mean it’s totally fine if you don’t want to know this stuff because we already know it. This isn’t
about us; this is for you. Are you okay if we spend a few minutes and show you how it all
works? Great!

Well, We’re Not Going to Do It Here
That’s NOT what this quick guide is for. So, if you want to know what we put together, you’ll
have to investigate to see that – even if you’re “just curious” go ahead and check out what
we’ve built to help YOUR family lower stress and tension in your home.
CLICK HERE
When you see what we’ve built you’ll be shocked at how thorough we’ve been. We absolutely
believe that there’s no other program like this anywhere.
I mean no one else is even CLAIMING they can do what we’ve been able to do for families. We’ll
help you lower stress and tension AS you raise your kids on the autism spectrum.
And don’t worry, you’re not making any kind of commitment, you’re just expressing that you
WANT to lower stress and tension in your home.
Hopefully that’s not too much to ask.
CLICK HERE
There’s no risk. Check it out.

You Need to Know This
Now, you need to understand… this program is NOT what we give away for free on our
Facebook page called “Autism Laughter Therapy.” That’s just the “tip of the iceberg.” The real
depth is in what’s inside the “Thrive In Chaos” program.
Of course, if you’ve watched our Facebook videos (there’s more than 500 to watch) you might
think THAT’S what you get as an Insider. You’d be SO wrong.
There is SO much more. It’s the “HOW” that you need to know to lower stress and tension. The
step-by-step, simplified, program that’s getting families just like yours REAL, TANGIBLE results.
But here’s the cool part. If you like or have even watched our Facebook videos, you CAN make
the “Thrive In Chaos” program work.

Curious? We hope so.
Take a chance and see what we do for families and what we’ve created to help YOU and your
family start to lower stress and tension in your home.
Investigate.
Let us show you what we’ve put together that we’re confident is the answer to the question
that’s been vexing you for WAY TOO long.
“What can we do to lower stress and tension in our home?”
Don’t wait…
CLICK HERE

AND… You Need to Know This, Too.
Please, please, don’t mistake our program and the tools you’ll get as INFORMATION.
This isn’t about information… it’s about TRANSFORMATION.
Transforming the lives of you and your family and implementing what you learn.
As important as the program guidelines are… and they ARE important, it’s MORE IMPORTANT
for you to remember what this is all about. This is all about waking up each and every day
unafraid of what will happen.
It’s about getting OFF the Autism Roller Coaster; removing all that stress and strain and getting
back that family life that you deserve.
A family life that makes you and everyone in your family happy. THAT’S really what the “Thrive
In Chaos” program is about.
The overwhelming joy that happy families can – and SHOULD – bring.
And check this out. In SOME cases, we’ll even travel TO YOU. To YOUR HOME to help you
implement – depending on some qualifications you can learn about as you investigate further.
So THAT’S what you need to do now. Investigate now and…

CLICK HERE

Another Question… To Ask Yourself.
“Is this for real? Can the “Thrive In Chaos” program actually lower the stress and tension in our
home and restore some happiness and hope in to our family?”
Well, frankly, the answer is NO… and YES!
If you’re not willing to take a step towards happiness… then NO, it won’t work for you.
But, if you’re willing to believe and commit like so many other family’s, then YES, we can do this
together. But you’ve got to – at least – investigate.
CLICK HERE
But, if you don’t believe it’s possible – even with you gaining access to a proven, step-by-bystep program that was created BY an actual thriving autism family. AND it was simplified to
understand and implement… AND then we hold your hand to ensure you understand and
implement as you go through the program -If you don’t believe with all that help it is possible, then this isn’t for you and I want to thank
you for your time.

What Is There To Lose?
So, here’s the next question to ask yourself. “What have I got to lose, by simply investigating?”
One of our partners recently said this. “Fun, Calm and Peace while living with autism?!? Isn’t it
worth a peak?” and I agree.
I can’t think of anything you’ve got to lose, other than maybe a few minutes of your time.
Oh, AND an opportunity to discover a way to finally lower stress and tension in your home.
CLICK HERE
You know, at some time in each of our lives I believe we are “tapped on the shoulder” by a
Higher Power who wants us to take action, go in a certain direction, and create the kind of
world for our family we deserve.

You may recall that day I kneeled under that pecan tree. THAT was the day I felt a Higher Power
reached out to me and I decided it was time to do what was
best for my family.
If you feel like that might be you right now. Please go ahead
and investigate HOW we may be able to help you.
CLICK HERE
Here’s what I’ve learned over the years. People have
different reason for the things they do.
Maybe they CAN’T believe it can work for THEM and THEIR family. That’s a great reason to
investigate and get clarification. If it WON’T work for what you’re trying to accomplish, you’ll
figure that out…
Like my Mom always said, “Can’t never could do nothing.”
Maybe they’re concerned they’re not smart enough or good enough to make this work. That’s
another great reason to investigate – to get clarification. We’re ONLY interested in partnering
with families that CAN and WILL make this work.
CLICK HERE
Maybe you’re a bit… well… how do I say this kindly. Maybe a bit lazy? That wasn’t kind, huh?
Sorry.
But I’m guessing that’s not it. I’ve never met a lazy autism parent. You CAN’T be. You don’t have
that choice.
You’re ALREADY – not by choice – forced to work harder than 99% of the population.
Or maybe, you imagine you’re SO UNDERWATER YOU CAN’T TAKE ON ANYTHING ELSE.
That’s EXACTLY WHY you should investigate. If you watch our videos on Facebook now, you can
have great success with our program – AND you can get your head above water again.
CLICK HERE
We do want you to know that this is not for everybody so If you’re NOT TEACHABLE, then this
isn’t for you.
We’ll ONLY spend time with those who are teachable and willing to follow the steps… and
believe. If that’s you, fantastic, investigate.

CLICK HERE
And this ISN’T for you if you’re not
COMMITTED. If you’re NOT committed to
REALLY wanting to THRIVE, we can’t help
you.
You know, I hear parents all the time SAY,
“I’d do anything for my kids.”
I know I say it, and I’ll bet you say it too.
The frustration that you have felt is
because you’ve done everything you
COULD and you’re still not where you
want to be. OR, you still feel like
there’s too much stress.
But you KNOW this will work. You’ve
watched US and read this guide,
you’ve seen my family and you know
WE THRIVE. And my promise is that I
can help you thrive as well.
So, click the link and investigate.
CLICK HERE
But I will warn you. There is a catch.
My calendar fills up fast. We can only work with SO many families and hundreds grab this guide
so do it right now – click on the link below and investigate.
CLICK HERE
If you’re finally ready to escape the autism roller-coaster PLEASE reach out to us and FINALLY
rid your family of all the stress and tension and frustration that is overwhelming in your home.
You DON’T have to live like that anymore.
That’s why we’re here. That’s what we do EVERY SINGLE DAY. It’s our mission.
Hey, thanks for reviewing this guide. I hope that you learned a lot and most importantly I hope
you’re ready to commit to your families happiness.

That’s what we want for you and your family. SO BAD! We would love to help you do it so
investigate and hopefully we’ll talk soon.
May God bless you and your family.

